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1. Meeting called to order about 10 am. 

2. Attendance roster was kept and passed on API staff. 

3. A motion to accept the minutes of the 2010 conference meeting without reading was made, 

seconded (made: R. Urbanowski, second: B. Donnally)and passed unanimously.   

4. Old Business 

A. Item 6102: Implementation of AISC 2005 Specification 
a. Discussion at the 2011 Conference: 

i. Stress Engineering has submitted a number of proposals for a 
calibration study comparing results for structures analyzed under the 
AISC 9th and 14th edition. Attachment 1 presents these proposals, as well 
as the task group proposed interim scope definition (see below for 
explanation). 

ii. API funding is available from the current budget year ($50,000) and 
additional funding ($30,000) could be expected next year (per Roland 
Goodman). 

iii. The latest SES Proposal included modelling of two derricks, 2 drilling 
masts, one guyed mast and one substructure, tested under a variety of 
comparative studies.  All models would be donated. It also includes a 
literature survey, additional comparisons (AISC 9th edition vs 14th edition 
ASD, drilling loads classified as live loads vs. dead loads) and a summary 
paper to go beyond the previous reporting scope by providing a 
publishable summary of the findings. 

iv. Based on the $80,000 funding level originally requested of and 
tentatively approved by API, the task group developed a reduced scope 
of work for the initial study with the intent that the balance of the work 
would be performed as soon as additional funding could be found. 

v. Ward Turner of Exxon-Mobil offered that some funding might be 
available from Exxon-Mobil and other operators. 

b. Model availability 

i. 750 k mast model in StruCad (Ensign model ADR-1500, welded mast) is 
still available from Ensign per Paul Meade-Clift. 

ii. A square (Jackup) and a rectangular (Drillship) derrick model are still 
available from NOV (Bob Donnally of NOV will confirm the modelling 
program of these (SAFI or StruCad). 
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iii. An externally guyed mast model is available from NOV (modeled in 
SAFI).  Michael Zemanek or Bob Donnally of NOV will check whether 
SAFI has a capability to convert model to StruCad.) 

c. Action plan 

i. A project steering group was established to liaise with SES (Chair: 
Anthony Mannering, Marcus McCoo of NOV (volunteered by Bob 
Donnally),  and Dewayne Vogt will get someone from LCM. 

ii. A motion to proceed with the revised scope (to be completed by Feb. 
2012, assuming balance of funds available thru API or operators) was 
made (B. Donnally), seconded (B. Alford) and motion passed (9 yea, 0 
nay). 

iii. Chair will report above to R. Goodman prior to SC8 meeting to 
determine approach to request for additional funding from API.  

iv. TG1 strongly recommends to API staff that the project be funded at 
the full $125,000 level to prevent inefficiencies and delays in 
completing this work item. 
 

B. Item 8101: API RP 4G 4th Edition Draft 

a. A revised draft has passed letter ballot with editorial comments only and will 

be published in near future. 

b. This item will be dropped from agenda once published. 

 

C. Item 8102: Special Processes Identification 

a. Discussion at the 2011 conference 

i. Balloted item had a negative vote which was considered persuasive. The 
ballot wording made Bolt Pretensioning a process requiring validation in 
all cases, but the task group intent (agreed in a workgroup meeting of 
TG2 and TG3 at the 2010 conference) was to limit Bolt Pretensioning as 
a process requiring validation to those instances where a preload is 
specified by design.  

ii. A revised wording was suggested by Mark Trevithick and modified by 
discussion.  

iii. A motion was made (R. Urbanowski), seconded (Dewayne Vogt) and 
passed (10-0) to revise letter ballot with suggested text (below) on Bolt 

Pretensioning and send to letter ballot. 
 

Bolt Pretensioning 

When a preload is specified by the design, bolt pretensioning shall be 

considered a process requiring validation.  

When such values are as specified in accordance with the values in the 

AISC code, process validation in accordance with the turn-of-the-nut 

method per AISC’s Research Council on Structural Connections 
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document “Specification for Structural Joints using ASTM A325 or 

A490 Bolts” is acceptable. 

 

 

D. Item 8104: Addendum to API 4F 3rd edition 

a. Discussion at the 2011 Conference  

i. The editorial corrections previously submitted to API staff for 
correction will be incorporated in next publication for 4F. 

ii. The Service Rig Rating letter ballot item passed with one non-
persuasive comment. The chair noted that the ballot item had a 
mislabelled column heading in Table 7.2 (“Rotary Load” should be 
“Rod Load”). The chair will coordinate with API staff to make 
correction before publication in the next version of 4F. 

iii. This item will be dropped from agenda once published. 
 

E. Item 8105: Revise 3rd edition for addition of Crown Mounted Compensators 

a. Discussion at the 2011 Conference  

i. Chris Ponzi presented status of work item including a proposed wording 
to add to the specification. 

ii. A motion was made (Anthony Mannering), seconded (B. Donnally) and 
passed to accept the suggested text for inclusion in 4F’s scope definition 
and to send it to letter ballot. 

iii. Further discussion regarding potential concerns regarding inclusion of 
CMC name plate, wording (absence of other drill string compensators) 
and cooperation with 8C task group led to a motion to rescind previous 
motion (Shawn Firenza) which was seconded (B. Alford) passed (10-0). 

iv. Workgroup was charged with continuing to develop the proposal. 
 

F. Item 9101: Revise API 4F Purchasing Guideline  

a. Mark Trevithick presented a list of all the specification sections requiring 

information or specification by the purchaser.  

b. A workgroup was created to work on this.  Anthony Mannering (chair), Bob 

Donnally, Dewayne Vogt, Dave Alva and Mike Seminatore volunteered. 

G. Item 9102: Revise specification covered equipment list to ensure matching with the API 

online composite list.  

a. At the 2010 conference, a change to the scope of 4F to bring it into agreement 

with the API composite list was proposed, and upon successful vote, the item 

was issued for letter ballot. The ballot item passed without comments and will 

be added to next version of 4F. 

b. This item will be dropped from agenda once published. 
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H. Item 10101: Consider how to address hydraulic cylinder applications for erection 

systems.  

a. At the 2010 conference, a perceived need for a change to the specification to 

add buckling requirements for hydraulic cylinders used to erect mast and 

substructures was discussed and a proposed wording was drafted. A motion was 

made, seconded and passed to send the draft to letter ballot. 

b. The ballot item passed, but had a negative vote and two comments. 

c. During discussions at the workgroup meeting at the 2011 conference (Monday 

June 27), Samir Ghalayini graciously agreed to withdraw his negative vote after  

noting that he thinks the TG should consider a higher factor-of-safety and that 

the TG should continue to enhance the specification regarding use of hydraulic 

cylinders. 

d. Mark Trevithick was charged with discussing Norm Dyer’s affirmative vote 

comment regarding the inclusion of pressure induced stresses. Subsequent to 

the meeting, discussions with Norm led to him stating that the comment was 

made because of a perceived need for a fuller specification regarding cylinders 

used for erection purposes rather than the limited scope of the ballot item 

which addresses only the beam-column strength of the cylinder. Noting that 

Norm voted affirmatively and this item remains on our agenda for further 

enhancements to the specification, the comment is deemed by the chair to be 

non-persuasive, as is the editorial comment by Mark Sibille.  

e. This item is considered passed with all affirmative votes and comments 

resolved and should be published in the next version of API 4F. 

I. Ad hoc Item: Revision for Use of Latest AWS D1.1 Specification 

a. The letter ballot item from the 2009 conference passed with one comment 

deemed to be persuasive. 

b. At the 2010 conference meeting of SC8, the SC8 chair requested that an ad-hoc 

workgroup modify the ballot wording to set subsize specimen sizing per DNV 

requirements, thus matching other SC8 specifications. 

c. The revised draft was submitted to API staff for reballoting, but the ballot has 

not been issued yet. The chairman will coordinate with API staff to get ballot 

issued quickly to enable inclusion in the next version of 4F if possible. 

J. Ad hoc Item: Tie-down Clamps 

a. 2010 Conference  

i. A draft wording intended to clarify and limit the use of special 

requirements for “tie-down clamps” as defined in specification section 

8.8  was sent to letter ballot. This wording limited the use to those 

structural components used for preventing free-body movement of 

skiddable structures. 
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ii. This item passed letter ballot without critical comment and will be 

published in the next version of the 4F specification. 

iii. This item will be dropped from agenda once published. 

 

K. Ad hoc Item:  Clarification of "Pipe Lean" Requirements 

a. A draft item was voted at the 2010 Conference to go to letter ballot. The ballot 

item passed without comment and will be published in the next version of the 

4F specification. 

b. This item will be dropped from agenda once published. 

5. New Business 

A. A presentation was made at the conference workgroup meeting of 4F on June 27 by 

John Ballard of Columbia Industries regarding the possible enhancement of the 4F 

specification to address rig moving systems that are in the load path of the specification 

design loadings.  

a. John Ballard was asked and he agreed to suggest NWI wording for consideration 

by the TG. Shawn Firenza, Paul Meade-Clift (or Ensign rep.) volunteered to work 

with John.  

b. No other new items.   

 

6. A motion to adjourn was made and approved at 12 noon. 
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